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     C The Future - lyrics 

(side note) 

Hook: 

C The Future, Yes Mon, Be the change that ya want ta Be (4 times) 

 

Verse 1: 

 

Categorize and be alive apple a day n’ exercise (it’s) 75 or 25  

All the time we realize 

Same vision not division mother’s children God decisions plan 1 

He’ll use the game to capture souls like television 

 

C the future let the Leaders hear their Kid’s telepathy (within reason, we don’t want to end the world 

or  

anything….let’s have hope…) We in place of “me” the story checks (with)  a lesson B 

Family affair always there a click away collective 

Day at a time clockwork let’s prepare 

 

Explain examine express, they causin’ a mess  

25 without the source of people (all)  the hearts that bless 

Confess the crime a matter of time they’ll feel the pain within the mind 

(If) they listen to the thoughts of those they love n they’ll be kind 
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What is 2X terraforming peace or rape and pillage 

Hype n’ social events they quick forget it takes a village 

Not the market crashers say they save us when they cause it 

Terrorizing lying denying the reality eclipsing love that we encourage  

 

Hook: 

C The Future, Yes Mon, Be the change that ya want ta Be (4 times) 

 

Verse 2: 

Yes K not what they say God talks in 2’s say n they ain’t  knowin’ 

(not the 2 “we” say, but his 2’s…there’s a difference) 

What it is a quarter static panic play 

Eclipsing truth that’s how they may splitin’ halfs along the way 

Know the need (peace) like the ending of (the) Robots movie pray 

 

To many (it’s) just receipts disbursements fame we hear the news 

Bangin’ “U’s” on running silence antiviolence while they snooze 

C the future not the glitch Mother’s Child not the witch 

We plant the word he uses everything we choose 

 

Number letter codes as long as it draws the heart of the source (love…not the human “oh, if we put 

cash behind “nah’ll edge” it’ll eclipse the love…Heyyyy…wait a minute ..(that’s a 5 “wait a minute” 

Bubba…)…5 for 5 ends up in trouble in world media and politics…sense of humor allllways helps…roll 

with us…peace  
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Choose your voice like an army angels loves correct your course 

Bigger fish to teach (each teach…come on now…let’s be adults) 

Became the enemy wrong force 

Respect the blessing man their messin’ claimin 4 the gift horse 

 

How dare they attempt oblivion on within 

What’s the next boom n’ bust wake it up passed the sin 

Thought they knew all gased recognize the win 

God’s reality billions strong mystery long so let’s begin 

 

Hook: 

C The Future, Yes Mon, Be the change that ya want ta Be (4 times) 

 

 

(We’re 100% people is why we tried to bring peace, but the various factions/groups take time to get 

along…we thought if our idea of focal points could collab, it would help…we guess it happens already, 

but it’s still not what we would say is making peace…especially when the media has been arguing all the 

way…but what would we expect right? Our trouble with it, is that while the arguments continues, 

people are misguided…everything takes time in this world…O.k., so we move forward from here…love 

and respect is the key…fight the enemy with equality…no question…much love from us “air support” 

folks…we just want our peace and we like seeing the love manifested, and we do our little part…at 

peace with off tha grid gratefully, and each a part in our each individual way…a thanks to folks who give 

us a smile when they know us, we’re just peaceful, and the spectacle thing is not fun, so thanks…”of 

course we’re all special, that was the point of the space camera reality, collective efforts mission…ex: 

undercover turtle neck classical/jazz/hiphop…it’s peace through music…so we need some patience as 

folks” work it out” Peter 3:15 (defend our hope peacefully)…famous to the famous, so many 

touchstones…and giving hope to kids all over the world…one day at a time…just a note (in our opinion) 

to our famous “5” campaign that  feels it should be 5 4 against the machine…don’t forget us over here 

who have the anointment about 1love…don’t put that division stuff on us please…we gotta sprinkle 

equality or it’ll just hurts the mission, and we kindly ask that y’all remember that we are connected 

inextricably. Thanks…peace…the “4” on the “other side” doesn’t take to being challenged that way, and 

as we see, it just hurts the people…we gotta work together on this, or the people will keep getting 

hurt…the great “4” will only work with us if it helps them too…please enough of the ”oh he’s 4 and not 
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him” bit…the people reallllly don’t care about that…in the end they’ll want to know how it effects 

them…how did the story help the world?...knowledge build or destroy…simple…self discipline and 

motivation, collectively…and make sure everyone is sufficiently “capitalized” (food/shelter/hope) 

according to their relative environment/country to live and create change...ahahhhh…that’s the thing, 

not the individuals bickering to no end…alright now…:-)….the Kid’s have to be inspired…however we are, 

it’s the love and standing for something that speaks…let’s keep this story goin’…be well folks…peace) 

 

 

 


